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Conclusion

The complexes are synthesized from their

respective precursors

[Cu(Xant)(MeCN)2][PF6] and 

Mo2(DAniF)3(OAc) by addition to the

sulfur-based Na3BTCDT ligand.

Synthesis of [Cu(Xant)]3[BTCDT] (1) from

[Cu(Xant)(MeCN)2][PF6].

Synthesis of [Mo2(DAniF)3]3[BTCDT] (2) from

Mo2(DANiF)3(OAc).

Metal organic frameworks show potential for an array of applications due to their 

desirable properties.[1] However, because of their structure, they are electrical 

insulators, and thus limited in energy applications.[2] To introduce conductivity into 

MOFs, a new sulfur containing linker is investigated. Herein, the reactivity and 

coordination behavior of the sulfur-based ligand Na3BTCDT (BTCDT = benzene-1,3,5-

tris-(carboxylodithioate)) towards transition metal complexes is presented. To examine 

possible coordination modes and compare the coordination behavior towards single 

metal centers and paddlewheel units, the complexes [Cu(Xant)]3[BTCDT] (1) and 

[Mo2(DAniF)3]3[BTCDT] (2) are successfully prepared and characterized. 1H-NMR 

spectroscopy confirms the expected coordination and stochiometry, while 31P-NMR 

indicates a change in coordination environment further confirming complex 1. 

Additionally, absorption spectra further characterize the complexes.

Moleculare structure of [Cu(Xant)]3[BTCDT] (left) and 

[Mo2(DAniF)3]3[BTCDT] (right) with the metal moiety highlighted

orange (Cu) and blue (Mo).

In this poster we presented the successfully synthesis of the transition metal complexes [Cu(Xant)]3[BTCDT] and [Mo2(DAniF)3]3[BTCDT] using 

the sulfur-containing ligand Na3BTCDT. NMR- and absorption spectroscopy confirm the complexes.

The results show the potential of the BTCDT to act as bridging ligand and connect both, single metal centers and paddlewheel structured metal 

moieties. These properties make BTCDT a highly interesting candidate towards sulfur-based coordination polymers or three-dimensional metal-

organic frameworks with the potential for electrical conductivity. 
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Absorption spectrum of 1 in dichloromethane and the

absorbances with extinction coefficients.
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Absorption spectrum of 2 in dichloromethane and the

absorbances with extinction coefficients.


